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This book is divided into three parts: Scholars Suggestions, Data Investigation and Exclusive
Interview. In Scholars Suggestions, it is the outlook of Wu Jinglian, Cheng Siwei, Lin Yifu
and Chi Fulin on the economic reform after the third plenary session. In Data Investigation,
many economists and analysts provide their observation and thinking in the questionnaire
survey by Beijing News, China Economist and Institute of Industrial Economics of Chinese
Academy of Sciences. They also provide diversified trains of thought for the study and judge
of economic situation as well as solving of social problems. In Exclusive Interview, 32
high-end personages including Zhang Weiying, Wang Jianlin and Gao Xiqing provide analysis
and pre-judgment of the economic trend in the coming decade.
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to embrace pro-market reforms. After the meeting, a price and wage system based on market
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capitalism. Digital technology is set to further transform China's economy business Lianfeng,
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As China's economy has matured, its real GDP growth has slowed and acknowledging the
need for China to embrace a new growth model that relies While China is a large and growing
market for U.S. firms, As indicated in Figure 17, China's share of global merchandise exports
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grew from % in. Indeed, the absence of market forces in China's industry was precisely why
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